Introduction
============

Coeliac disease (CD) is a chronic immune-mediated enteropathy precipitated by exposure to dietary gluten in genetically predisposed individuals.^[@bib1]^ The seminal work of Dutch paediatrician Willem Dicke in the 1940s established a component of wheat, subsequently shown to be gluten, was the environmental driver of CD, and that removal of wheat from the diet led to prompt clinical recovery. The dietary trigger and prominent clinical phenotype of malabsorption influenced the view that CD is primarily a gastrointestinal illness. However, advances in the understanding of its genetic and immunologic basis now firmly position CD as an immune illness with systemic manifestations and features more in common with autoimmune disease (AID), where a pathogenic adaptive immune response targets self antigens. In common with many AID, genetic and environmental factors are important in CD development, inheritance is polygenic, a strong association with specific histocompatibility leucocyte antigen (HLA) genes exists, and both pathogenic CD4^+^ T cells and autoantibodies are present.^[@bib2]^ Circulating autoantibodies directed against the endogenous enzyme tissue transglutaminase 2 (TG2) are a feature of active CD, and notably, their formation is dependent on and driven by the exogenous antigen gluten. Anti-TG2 antibodies can be detected in the intestine before overt tissue damage occurs, and have several pathogenic effects. Furthermore, recent insights into a key effector role for CD8^+^ intraepithelial lymphocytes (IELs) in the targeted killing of intestinal enterocytes that express IL-15 and stress-induced molecules has prompted some experts to consider this cell auto-reactive.^[@bib2]^

Despite many similarities with AID, CD is unique in that the driving antigen, gluten, is exogenous. Several other features set it apart from other more 'classical\' AID, including the ability to easily access and sample the main target organ (intestine) by endoscopy, and that disease-specific CD4^+^ T cells can be readily isolated from the intestine and blood following gluten ingestion. Furthermore, the HLA association in CD, one of the strongest of all human HLA-linked diseases, shapes a restricted repertoire of immunogenic gluten peptides. These features mean that gluten has been better characterised than any other antigen implicated as causative in AID, and also make CD an ideal model to dissect the genetic and immune pathways potentially relevant in AID pathogenesis. Here, we review the genetic, environmental and immunologic factors that contribute to broken tolerance to gluten and why CD is of significance to the AID field.

A global clinical problem on the rise
=====================================

CD affects 1--2% of the Western population and, like many chronic inflammatory diseases and AID, is substantially increasing in prevalence.^[@bib3]^ There is a modest gender bias favouring females. The clinical effects of CD are broad and include gastrointestinal upset, chronic fatigue, nutrient deficiencies, other AID, osteoporosis, liver disease, infertility, sepsis and lymphoproliferative malignancy.^[@bib1]^ Diagnosis rests on demonstrating the characteristic intestinal damage of villous atrophy, crypt hyperplasia and intraepithelial lymphocytosis.^[@bib1]^ Circulating antibodies to TG2, endomysium (which contains the target antigen TG2) and deamidated gliadin peptides (DGP) are highly sensitive for CD and are useful screening tests in the clinic, but the broad presentation of CD means detection rates remain suboptimal.^[@bib4]^

Treatment of CD is strict and lifelong removal of the offending antigen, a gluten-free diet (GFD). Gluten describes the storage proteins (prolamins) from wheat, barley and rye. In some countries such as Australia and New Zealand, oats are also excluded from a GFD as they contain gluten-like proteins that are immunogenic in some CD patients.^[@bib5]^ A strict GFD resolves symptoms and normalises CD-specific antibodies and enteropathy. However, maintaining satisfactory GFD compliance is challenging and many patients fail to achieve full disease remission. Therefore, the development of more effective treatment and diagnostic approaches are major research goals.

Genetic insights highlight the central role of the immune system
================================================================

CD is a highly heritable polygenic disease with the strongest genetic risk linked to the HLA region.^[@bib6],\ [@bib7]^ The specific HLA susceptibility genes encode for HLA-DQ2.5 (DQA1\*05 and DQB1\*02), HLA-DQ8 (DQA1\*03 and DQB1\*03:02) and HLA-DQ2.2 (DQA1\*02:01 and DQB1\*02:02).^[@bib8]^ The DQA1 and DQB1 alleles encode the DQ αβ-heterodimer protein that resides on antigen-presenting cells (APCs) and facilitates gluten peptide and CD4^+^ T-cell interaction. In a large European study, 99.6% of 1008 patients with CD expressed HLA-DQ2.5, HLA-DQ8, HLA-DQ2.2 or HLA-DQ7 (DQA1\*05+, DQB1\*02−).^[@bib8]^ This contrasts with a prevalence of these haplotypes of \~30--50% in the general Western population.^[@bib4]^

The high concordance rate for monozygotic twins (\~80%) compared with the HLA-identical siblings (\~30%) and dizygotic twins (\~10%) underscores the importance of non-HLA genes in CD risk.^[@bib9]^ More than 70 candidate genes in 42 non-HLA loci have been implicated in CD heritability based on genome-wide association studies^[@bib6],\ [@bib10]^ and follow-up studies using Immunochip fine mapping or targeted analysis of disease-associated loci^[@bib11],\ [@bib12],\ [@bib13]^ ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The individual contribution from each of these regions is small (odds ratio \<1.5) and collectively they account for \~15% of the additional disease risk.^[@bib14]^ Despite the small contribution, these loci highlight the importance of several immune pathways in CD pathogenesis, including roles for T- and B-cell activation, chemokine receptor activity and cell migration, cytokine binding, thymic differentiation of CD4^+^ and CD8^+^ T cells, stress pathways and innate immunity ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Underscoring the systemic nature of immune dysregulation in CD, only one gene has been shown to be relatively gut specific (*RGS1*).^[@bib11]^ *RGS1* expression is specific to the intestinal IEL compartment, and is believed to regulate chemokine receptor signalling and B-cell activation, and have a pivotal role in cell trafficking and tissue immunopathology (see below for the role of IELs in the intestinal lesion of CD). Most of the CD risk loci are shared in common with AID, such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA), multiple sclerosis (MS) and type 1 diabetes ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).^[@bib10],\ [@bib12],\ [@bib15]^ However, natural killer (NK)-cell activation and interferon (IFN)-γ-production gene pathways appear to be selectively enriched in CD.^[@bib16]^ Abadie *et al.*^[@bib16]^ showed that the network of interactions between CD susceptibility genes can generate a range of functional outcomes, such as high IL-15 and/or IFN-α levels, with the specific combination of susceptibility genes potentially contributing to the heterogeneity of CD phenotypes.

Interestingly, \~90% of the identified risk loci map to non-coding regions (promoter regions, enhancers or non-coding RNA genes). This suggests that it is regulation of gene expression rather than changes at the protein-coding level that is more important for CD susceptibility and development.^[@bib14]^ Recently, lnc13 was identified as a long non-coding RNA harbouring six CD-associated single-nucleotide polymorphisms.^[@bib17]^ Notably, lnc13 regulates the expression of CD-associated inflammatory genes and its dysregulation may contribute to intestinal inflammation and autoimmunity.

Testing for HLA-DQ2.5/8/2.2 in the clinic is now common because it is an effective tool to exclude CD when these genotypes are absent.^[@bib18]^ However, the test has limited positive predictive value for CD given the high prevalence of these genes in the general population. Tools that incorporate non-HLA single-nucleotide polymorphisms associated with CD may improve risk stratification and could also provide prognostic information.^[@bib7],\ [@bib19],\ [@bib20]^ In collaboration with Inouye and colleagues, we showed that a genomic tool that generates a weighted score based on the presence of \~200 CD-associated single-nucleotide polymorphisms identified in previous studies^[@bib6],\ [@bib10],\ [@bib12]^ provides a more fine-scaled estimation of CD risk than HLA typing,^[@bib7]^ and better predicts CD development in first-degree relatives.^[@bib20]^ More studies are needed to establish the clinical utility and role for genomic testing.

HLA and the gluten-specific CD4^+^ T-cell response
==================================================

The strong HLA class II association in CD underscores the critical role of CD4^+^ T cells. Gluten-specific CD4^+^ T cells can be readily isolated and cloned from the intestinal lesion in CD and react to gluten peptides in an HLA-restricted manner. The gluten proteome is large and complex but the repertoire of gluten peptides that drive disease is highly restricted because of the specific binding requirements dictated by HLA-DQ2.5, DQ8 and DQ2.2. Indeed, there are more than 16 000 12mer gluten peptides from wheat, barley and rye that could potentially activate T cells^[@bib21]^ but only just over 30 gluten-specific T-cell epitopes have been identified.^[@bib22]^

The gluten peptides harbouring T-cell epitopes are high in proline, rendering them resistant to gastrointestinal proteolysis as humans lack endogenous prolyl endopeptidases. A 33mer that contains six overlapping copies of immunodominant T-cell epitopes from wheat α-gliadin (the alcohol soluble fraction of wheat gluten) is particularly rich in proline, resistant to intestinal degradation and highly immunogenic in HLA-DQ2.5^+^ CD.^[@bib23]^ Although proposed as a major driver of wheat gluten toxicity, other important epitopes from protease resistant regions of ω-gliadin also elicit strong responses in most CD patients.^[@bib21]^

Gluten-specific T cells preferentially respond to post-translationally modified gluten.^[@bib24]^ This modification, deamidation, is mediated by the ubiquitous enzyme TG2 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). TG2 has a role in wound repair, is abundant in the small intestine and its activity is increased by tissue stress and inflammation.^[@bib25]^ TG2 is considered the autoantigen of CD as it is the target of IgA autoantibodies^[@bib26]^ and TG2 antibodies may have direct pathogenic effects (see below). TG2 has a critical role in CD pathogenesis by catalysing the conversion of glutamine (Q) to the more negatively charged glutamate (E). The specificity of TG2 is determined by the amino acids that flank glutamine residues, with preferential deamidation of glutamine in peptides conforming to the sequence QXP or QXXP (X denotes any amino acid).^[@bib27]^ This site selectivity is crucial as the negative charge introduced by glutamate serves as an anchor in the pocket of the peptide-binding groove of the HLA molecule. The greater stability of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC):peptide complex means that deamidated gluten peptides are more immunogenic. Post-translational modification is an important feature of AID such as RA, where both B- and T-cell responses are directed to specific citrullinated proteins introduced by the action of peptidylarginine deiminase enzymes. Although genetic variants in loci encoding these enzymes predispose to RA, a genetic link between TG2 and CD risk has not been reported.

Fine mapping of HLA-DQ2.5-restricted gluten T-cell epitopes has identified a preference for glutamate at anchor positions P4 or P6, and occasionally P7, corresponding to glutamine residues susceptible to deamidation by TG2.^[@bib27],\ [@bib28],\ [@bib29],\ [@bib30]^ Most T-cell reactivity in HLA-DQ2.5-associated CD is directed toward the immunodominant wheat gluten T-cell epitopes DQ2.5-glia-α1a (PFPQP**E**LPY) and DQ2.5-glia-α2 (PQP**E**LPYPQ) contained within an α-gliadin peptide.^[@bib28],\ [@bib31]^ These epitopes are dependent on the deamidation of a single glutamine to glutamate (represented by **E**) at P4 or P6 for optimal T-cell reactivity. Most CD patients mount responses to α-gliadin and ω-gliadin epitopes but responses to γ-gliadins are less frequent.^[@bib21]^ Thus, the effect of TG2 is to generate more immunogenic T-cell epitopes, and through its site-selective targeting of gluten peptides, shape the immunogenic T-cell repertoire. Structural studies have provided additional insight into the gluten-HLA-T-cell receptor (TCR) complex and their interactions, explaining how deamidation enhances binding, and providing a structural basis for biased TCR gene usage.^[@bib32],\ [@bib33]^ In HLA-DQ8 CD binding favours glutamate at P1 and P9 to generate a more stable peptide:MHC complex.^[@bib34]^

The importance of generating an activation threshold in the peptide:MHC complex is exemplified by the gene--dose effect in HLA-DQ2.5 CD. Gluten presented by HLA-DQ2.5 homozygous APCs can induce at least a fourfold higher T-cell response than HLA-DQ2.5 heterozygous APCs due to the higher number of DQ2.5 αβ-heterodimers available to the present gluten.^[@bib35]^ This appears to have clinical consequences, as HLA-DQ2.5 homozygous patients have the highest risk for CD development and a more severe phenotype demonstrated by earlier disease onset, greater villous atrophy and clinical features at presentation, and a slower rate of villous healing on a GFD.^[@bib36]^ Thus, genetic factors clearly have a role in the clinical expression of disease.

Access to gluten-specific T cells *in vivo* has advanced T-cell epitope discovery
=================================================================================

A major aim of AID research is to characterise the causative antigen driving the auto-reactive T-cell response but realising this goal has remained elusive. In CD, the relative ease in accessing small intestinal tissue by endoscopy has facilitated the isolation and cloning of gluten-specific T cells from intestinal biopsies. T-cell clones and lines are a well established and useful tool to identify T-cell epitopes, however the use of long-term culture with potent mitogens could change the composition of the T-cell population of interest and potentially favour the expansion of subpopulations that are uninformative.^[@bib37]^ Furthermore, this approach requires a costly and invasive procedure and has limited throughput. A complementary method to comprehensively define disease-specific T-cell epitopes relevant *in vivo* was needed.

This was realised when Anderson *et al.*^[@bib31]^ showed that a 3-day oral gluten challenge could induce gluten-specific CD4^+^ T cells in the peripheral blood of treated CD patients, but not healthy controls, six days after commencing the challenge ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These T cells are disease HLA-restricted, express the gut-homing β7 integrin indicating an intestinal origin, and mostly express the CD45RO^+^ memory phenotype.^[@bib37],\ [@bib38]^ By greatly expanding a memory-recall population *in vivo*, it became possible to directly sample antigen-specific CD4^+^ T cells from peripheral blood using sensitive functional assays such as IFN-γ ELISpot,^[@bib21],\ [@bib31],\ [@bib37],\ [@bib38],\ [@bib39]^ IFN-γ/IP-10 ELISA^[@bib40]^ or with tetramers.^[@bib37],\ [@bib41]^ This means long-term *in vitro* culture can be avoided and endoscopy is not required. The ability to remove dietary gluten and reintroduce it (that is, oral gluten challenge) to provide a source of polyclonal gluten-specific T cells *in vivo* is unique to CD and has enabled unprecedented characterisation of the antigen-specific T-cell response.

Use of tetramers has comparable sensitivity to IFN-γ ELISpot and confirms the massive expansion of gluten-specific CD4^+^ T cells induced by gluten challenge, with T cells reacting to the DQ2.5-glia-α1a and DQ2.5-glia-α2 epitopes ranging from 1:1000 to 1:5000 among CD4^+^ T cells, equivalent to 1:5000 to 1:25 000 among peripheral blood mononuclear cells.^[@bib37]^ Using magnetic bead enrichment with tetramers, it is possible to detect gluten-specific T cells in the blood of treated and untreated CD patients without the need to expand this population by gluten challenge.^[@bib42]^ Interestingly, 3-day gluten challenge concomitantly mobilises CD8^+^ and γδ T cells into peripheral blood.^[@bib43]^ These T cells express intestinal homing markers and have a memory or effector phenotype, but their precise role and specificity for gluten is not defined.

The ability to readily isolate gluten-specific T cells has afforded an opportunity to assess the TCR repertoire expressed by T cells specific for the immunodominant α- and ω-gliadin epitopes. These studies highlight a biased and public TCR repertoire, with preferential TCR alpha and beta variable (TRAV and TRBV, respectively) gene use shaped by the specific epitope, specifically TRAV26/TRBV7-2 (DQ2.5-glia-α2),^[@bib33],\ [@bib44],\ [@bib45],\ [@bib46]^ TRAV26/TRBV9 (DQ8-glia-α1)^[@bib47],\ [@bib48]^ and TRAV4/TRBV4 (DQ2.5-glia-ω2).^[@bib49]^ There is a high level of binding affinity of TCRs for their cognate ligand, greater than that reported in more traditional autoimmune reactions. A non-germline encoded arginine residue in the CDR3 region is found in most TCRs specific for DQ2.5-glia-α2 and DQ8-glia-α1.^[@bib45],\ [@bib48]^ This conserved residue appears to be a critical element in TCR recognition by interacting with the deamidated epitope. This suggests that TCR selection is shaped *in vivo* by a post-translationally modified antigen based on the structural requirements for binding.

We exploited the oral gluten challenge approach to undertake comprehensive T-cell epitope mapping studies in HLA-DQ2.5^+^ CD using gluten peptide libraries spanning the wheat, barley, rye and oat gluten proteome.^[@bib5],\ [@bib21]^ The hierarchy of immunogenic peptides was highly consistent between CD patients with the same HLA type and was dependent on the cereal consumed. Three distinct peptides, encompassing the DQ2.5-glia-α1a/α2, DQ2.5-glia-ω1/ω2 and DQ2.5-hor-3 epitopes, accounted for most of the T-cell response to whole deamidated gluten. Although α-gliadin epitopes have been regarded as the most important driver of CD, this work showed these are only relevant after wheat is consumed and not after barley or rye. In fact, it is the ω-gliadin epitopes that are immunodominant after consumption of any of these cereals.^[@bib21]^ Despite sequence similarity of the α- and ω-gliadin epitopes, their TCR repertoires are unique and show biased use of different TRAV and TRBV genes.^[@bib49]^ Appreciating the uniqueness of these distinct immunodominant epitopes has been crucial for the development of peptide-specific applications, including a novel CD diagnostic based on detection of whole blood IFN-γ release after gluten challenge^[@bib40]^ and a tolerogenic therapeutic vaccine (Nexvax2).^[@bib50]^

Employing this unbiased approach to T-cell epitope characterisation allowed us to confirm that the specificity and hierarchy of the T-cell response to dominant T-cell epitopes after wheat ingestion in children is comparable to that in adults with CD.^[@bib46]^ This suggests that by the time CD is diagnosed, irrespective of the age of the patient, the T-cell epitopes that drive disease are well established, subsequently remain stable over time and significant epitope spreading does not occur.

CD4^+^ T cells and CD8^+^ IELs are required for villous atrophy
===============================================================

The intestinal lesion in untreated (active) CD is characterised by infiltration with gluten-specific CD4^+^ T cells exhibiting a Th1-biased phenotype, with release of pro-inflammatory cytokines dominated by IFN-γ ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bib51]^ IL-21 and IL-15 are also increased and drive development of the intestinal lesion in part by promoting activation of cytotoxic CD8^+^ IELs. IL-21 regulates both adaptive and innate responses, drives production of IFN-γ, stimulates B-cell responses, upregulates the cytotoxic activity of IELs and renders effector T cells resistant to regulatory T-cell (Treg) suppression.^[@bib52]^ IL-21 also supports development of Th17 cells, which are involved in the pathogenesis of a number of AID, but their relevance in CD is unclear. High IL-17 production from gluten-specific CD4^+^ T cells in active CD mucosa has been demonstrated^[@bib53],\ [@bib54]^ but others have not been able to replicate this.^[@bib51]^ IL-15 drives IEL cytotoxicity and loss of tolerance (discussed below) and can also promote the transformation of IELs into a T-cell lymphoma, a rare but highly fatal malignant complication of CD.^[@bib55]^

Protease resistant gluten peptides transit across the epithelium via transcellular and paracellular pathways.^[@bib56]^ Increased epithelial permeability may be mediated by the tight-junction disruptor zonulin.^[@bib57]^ Gluten peptides are deamidated and activate gluten-specific T cells, most likely within the lamina propria ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Dendritic cells (DCs) are presumed to have a major role in presentation of these peptides to CD4^+^ T cells, however less is known about their identity and the location of this activation. After a 3-day gluten challenge there is an infiltrate of CD14^+^CD11c^+^ DCs in the intestinal mucosa and a reduction of CD11c^+^CD103^+^ DCs possibly due to migration to draining lymph nodes.^[@bib58]^ It is possible that both of these DC populations are involved in gluten presentation, to intestinal resident T cells, such as effector memory cells, or central memory T cells in the secondary lymphoid organs.

Activated gluten-specific CD4^+^ T cells are implicated in mediating intestinal damage but the relevant effector pathways for a long time remained unclear. Mediators upregulated by IFN-γ such as the matrix metalloproteinases,^[@bib59]^ which influence tissue remodelling, appear important but alone do not seem to fully account for the extent of enteropathy. Elevated numbers of CD8^+^ TCRαβ^+^ IELs are observed in the active CD lesion but until recently their significance was unclear. We now appreciate they play a key effector role in tissue destruction after they expand and adopt an NK cell-like phenotype ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Distinct to the CD4^+^ T-cell response to gluten, this process is triggered by recognition of altered 'self\' tissue (epithelial stress) rather than a specific antigen.

In the healthy state, IELs express the inhibitory receptor CD94/NKG2A, but in active CD they express high levels of the activating NKG2D and CD94/NKG2C receptors.^[@bib60],\ [@bib61]^ At the same time, 'stressed\' intestinal epithelial cells in active CD patients express high levels of the stress-inducible MHC class I chain-related protein (MIC) molecules and non-classical MHC class I molecule HLA-E, which are the main ligands for NKG2D and CD94/NKG2C, respectively ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bib61],\ [@bib62]^ IL-15 plays a key role by upregulating the activating NKG2D receptor and acting as a co-stimulatory molecule, the effect being to license cytotoxic IELs with the ability to kill intestinal epithelial cells expressing the stress-induced MIC molecules.

The causes of epithelial stress are not well defined. Gluten may trigger an innate response, however, the specific peptides and pattern recognition receptors have not been defined. An innate immune stimulatory effect of a gliadin sequence (A-gliadin p31-43) has been reported but this work has not been replicated.^[@bib63]^ Natural pest resistance proteins in wheat, the amylase trypsin inhibitors, have the capacity to bind TLR4 and stimulate an innate immune response in the intestine but their role in human disease is unclear.^[@bib64]^ Other drivers could include microbes, which might explain the epidemiological observation that gastrointestinal infection, such as rotavirus, is associated with risk for CD development and can precede disease onset.^[@bib65]^

Jabri and colleagues^[@bib66]^ offer an elegant model to explain how adaptive gluten immunity acts in synergy with epithelial stress to drive villous damage. They showed that some family members of CD patients with negative CD serology and normal small intestinal histology have stressed epithelium as demonstrated by ultrastructural alterations and elevated expression of stress markers and IL-15. However, the expression of high levels of inhibitory NK-cell receptors on cytotoxic IELs appears to prevent extensive epithelial cell killing. In contrast, patients with latent (potential) CD who have positive CD serology, that is, evidence of adaptive immunity to gluten, but normal small intestine, exhibit no epithelial stress response and activating NK-cell receptors are not upregulated. Consistent with a 'two-hit\' model, the development of coeliac disease appears to depend on an adaptive immune response to gluten acting in synergy with epithelial stress to drive cytotoxic IELs and villous atrophy.

Emerging insights into the B-cell response to transglutaminase and gluten
=========================================================================

The contribution of B cells and TG2- and DGP-specific antibodies to CD pathogenesis has received less scrutiny than the role of CD4^+^ gluten-specific T cells. Anti-TG2 antibodies have a variety of *in vitro* effects including inhibiting intestinal epithelial cell proliferation, activating monocytes and inhibiting angiogenesis.^[@bib67]^ Interestingly, anti-TG2 IgA deposits are detectable in intestinal tissue before the development of overt CD, suggesting antibody production occurs early in disease alongside the gluten-specific T-cell response.^[@bib68]^ Deposits are also found in extra-intestinal sites such as muscle, liver, kidney and brain showing that TG2 is widely accessible to gut-derived circulating autoantibodies and may be responsible for some clinical manifestations in CD.^[@bib69]^ For example, known pregnancy complications in CD such as infertility, early pregnancy loss and intra-uterine growth retardation may be caused by impaired endometrial angiogenesis and placental damage mediated by anti-TG2 antibodies.^[@bib70]^ More research is needed to define the precise role of anti-TG2 antibodies in contributing to the enteropathy and extra-intestinal manifestations of CD.

The recent work of Sollid and colleagues has shed substantial light on TG2 and gluten-specific antibody production in CD. They showed a massive expansion of plasma cells targeting TG2 and gluten in the intestine of patients with active CD, with 5--25% of all IgA plasma cells specific for TG2.^[@bib71],\ [@bib72]^ A GFD induces a substantial reduction in intestinal plasma cells and normalises plasma TG2 and DGP levels often within months, suggesting that long-lived plasma cells are not formed. Interestingly, they showed that antibody responses to gluten^[@bib73]^ and TG2^[@bib74]^ show restricted use of variable heavy (V~H~) and variable light (V~L~) chain gene segments with few somatic hypermutations despite high binding affinity. The low level of mutations could suggest that B-cell activation occurs extrafollicularly and is non T-cell dependent. The lack of an exceptionally long-lived plasma cell response would support this notion as these cells are generally formed in germinal centres in a T-cell dependent manner. Further work is required to understand the significance of these findings.

The co-occurrence of autoantibodies and HLA-restricted self-reactive T cells is common in AID and these components often localise together in affected tissue, for example, type 1 diabetes and thyroiditis. Close interactions between CD4^+^ T cells and B cells may be important for amplifying the inflammatory response, as B cells can present antigen to T cells and they in turn can provide help for autoantibody production ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In CD, T-cell dependent antibody production is supported by the observation that TG2 and DGP antibody formation is strictly dependent on the presence of CD-associated HLA types as well as gluten.

As TG2-reactive CD4^+^ T cells have not been identified, it is proposed that TG2-specific B cells internalise TG2-gluten complexes and then present them to gluten-specific CD4^+^ T cells, which then provide help for antibody production^[@bib75]^ ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). T cell help may be important for loss of tolerance to TG2. As B-cell engagement will promote internalisation and efficient presentation at very low antigen concentrations, the result is a powerful amplification loop where B cells act as highly efficient APCs enhancing the gluten-specific CD4^+^ T-cell response. Antigen-presenting B cells could potentially modify the T-cell epitope repertoire displayed to T cells and influence functional responses. Further insight is needed into how TG2- and gluten-specific B cells are activated, where this occurs and how gluten-specific T and B cells interact *in vivo*.

In contrast to the detailed knowledge of T-cell epitopes in gluten, mapping of gluten-specific B-cell epitopes is restricted to wheat gliadin. Several linear epitopes have been defined in α- and γ-gliadin by screening phage-display and synthetic peptides in adult CD patients,^[@bib76]^ and a peptide microarray approach has defined several discontinuous gliadin epitopes.^[@bib77]^ Notably, several B-cell epitopes lie within or are in close proximity to immunodominant T-cell epitopes, for example, the B-cell epitope QPQQPF in γ-gliadin is encompassed within DQ2.5-glia-ω1/2.^[@bib78]^ This raises the possibility that antibodies could influence T-cell recognition of the related epitope and modify gluten-specific responses *in vivo*.

Why and how does gluten tolerance fail?
=======================================

The Western diet contains a large amount of gluten (\~15--20 g day^−1^) and HLA genetic susceptibility to CD is seen in almost half the population. Why only 1--2% of the population develop CD and the remainder do not is of substantial interest. Importantly, in HLA-DQ2.5^+^ volunteers without CD, T-cells targeting immunodominant gluten epitopes (DQ2.5-glia-α1a and -α2, DQ2.5-glia-ω1 and -ω2 and DQ2.5-glia-γ2) are not present in intestinal biopsies and few are present in the peripheral blood.^[@bib79]^ The tetramer-binding T cells show lower gluten-specific proliferation, do not express gut-homing markers, do not display a Treg phenotype and do not have a biased TCR repertoire typical of responses to certain gluten epitopes in CD patients. Thus, healthy individuals with HLA susceptibility to CD generally do not mount pro-inflammatory or regulatory T-cell responses to the dominant gluten epitopes that cause CD.

The situation in CD is quite different. Perhaps counter-intuitively, high levels of induced Foxp3- IL-10-producing type 1 (Tr1) Tregs and naturally occurring Foxp3^+^ Tregs are present in the CD intestinal lesion and peripheral blood, with increased levels associated with active disease.^[@bib80],\ [@bib81],\ [@bib82]^ The antigen specificity of these reported Tregs is unknown. Accumulation of Foxp3^+^ Tregs in target organ tissue is noted in AID such as RA and inflammatory bowel disease and may be due to attraction of Tregs to the inflamed tissue in a non-antigen-specific manner. Gianfrani *et al.*^[@bib83]^ showed that IL-10-producing gliadin-specific Tr1 clones expanded from treated CD intestine are able to inhibit the proliferation of gliadin-specific CD4^+^ effector T-cell clones. Furthermore, IL-10 and TGF-β can be detected in high amounts in the CD intestinal lesion.^[@bib84],\ [@bib85]^

Failure of the suppressive capacity of Tregs in CD could be one explanation for broken tolerance, and although some studies have supported this concept,^[@bib86],\ [@bib87]^ others have shown function is retained, at least *in vitro*.^[@bib82],\ [@bib88]^ These conflicting results highlight the difficulty in identifying Treg populations that have true suppressive capacity *in vivo.* As commonly employed Treg markers such as CD25 and Foxp3 are not solely expressed on Tregs and can be upregulated in activated T cells, identifying more specific markers is of interest. Reduced IL-7 receptor (CD127) expression can identify CD4^+^ T cells that have a suppressive Foxp3^+^ phenotype even when CD25 is low or absent,^[@bib89]^ but this is yet to be examined in detail in CD. CD134 (OX40) has been used as a marker for antigen-specific T cells and CD39 can be used to identify antigen-specific Tregs.^[@bib90],\ [@bib91]^ This approach has been used to show CD39^+^ Tregs compose a substantial proportion of T cells induced by 3-day oral wheat ingestion in CD, and they remain functionally suppressive (Cook *et al.*, in submission). The ability to effectively monitor antigen-specific Tregs will provide a powerful research tool and may be useful in assessing tolerogenic strategies for CD in clinical trials.

IL-15 promotes loss of tolerance to gluten
==========================================

As the defect in gluten tolerance in CD is not readily explained by a defect in the number or recruitment of Tregs, attention has turned to IL-15. This pleiotropic cytokine can block the ability of TGF-β to suppress activation of mucosal T cells^[@bib84]^ and impair the ability of CD25^+^ Foxp3^+^ Tregs from the blood and intestinal biopsies of CD patients to suppress effector CD4^+^ T cells *in vitro*.^[@bib88]^ In an HLA-DQ8 mouse model overexpressing IL-15 in the lamina propria, IL-15 in combination with retinoic acid altered the tolerogenic phenotype of intestinal DCs and promoted a pro-inflammatory response characterised by the release of IL-12 and IL-23.^[@bib92]^ Along with retinoic acid, these cytokines then promote Th1 and Th17 polarisation, and the failure of induction of Foxp3^+^ Tregs to dietary gliadin. The authors note that although retinoic acid is considered important in the generation of Tregs and oral tolerance, its adjuvant effect is consistent with its usage as a pro-inflammatory adjuvant in anti-tumour immunity. Notably, anti-TG2 IgG and IgA antibodies are generated in the transgenic mice but no enteropathy develops, supporting the concept that in the absence of the epithelial stress and increased IL-15, adaptive gluten immunity alone is insufficient to induce tissue damage.

The emerging link between environment, the microbiome and gluten immunity
=========================================================================

Environmental factors contribute to the development of CD in genetically susceptible individuals but what they are, and how they do this, is poorly understood. Population studies associate several factors with increased CD risk such as perinatal and childhood infections, use of antibiotics and proton-pump inhibitors, higher socioeconomic status and better hygiene, and elective Caesarean section.^[@bib3]^ Delayed introduction of dietary gluten may reduce the time of onset of development CD but it remains unclear if there is an optimal time for gluten introduction.^[@bib93],\ [@bib94]^ These controlled studies failed to demonstrate a protective role for breast feeding in reducing CD risk. Many of the implicated environmental factors may act by altering the composition of the microbiome.^[@bib95]^

Dysbiosis or perturbations in the composition of resident commensal microbial communities away from those found in healthy individuals, are reported in a range of autoimmune and inflammatory diseases, including CD. The dysbiosis is characterised by an abundance of Proteobacteria and a decrease in *Lactobacillus*.^[@bib95]^ Epidemiological data support an association between dysbiosis and increased risk of CD but there is little understanding of how it might influence gluten-specific immunity *in vivo*. *In vitro* data supports a broad range of influences of microbes on immune responses to gluten.^[@bib95]^ This includes roles in modifying Treg induction, epithelial cell stress and IEL activation, phenotypic and functional maturation of DCs and pro-inflammatory cytokine production, intestinal permeability, and the induction of CD4^+^ T-cell responses.^[@bib95]^ There is no convincing evidence of a role for molecular mimicry in CD, and no microbe-specific T cells cross-reactive with gluten have been identified. Verdu and colleagues^[@bib96]^ recently showed that gluten metabolism in the small intestine of gnotobiotic mice is differentially affected by opportunistic pathogens such as *Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Psa)* and commensal bacteria such as *Lactobacillus* spp. We showed that the peptides generated from the proteolytic action of these bacteria show strikingly different levels of immunogenicity to gluten-specific T cells induced in CD patients after 3-day wheat challenge *in vivo*, with *Psa* increasing and *Lactobacillus* spp. reducing the load of immunogenic peptides.^[@bib96]^ An imbalance of *Psa* over *Lactobacillus* spp. *in vivo* could favour the net generation of immunogenic gluten peptides and promote disease ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Microbe--dietary--host interactions may be an important modulator of autoimmune risk in genetically susceptible people. Targeting this interaction may provide novel approaches to reduce disease risk or modify the activity of established disease.

Translational significance of understanding coeliac disease pathogenesis
========================================================================

A range of experimental therapies for patients with CD are in development.^[@bib50]^ Some aim to reduce the load of immunogenic gluten peptides contacting the mucosal immune system by enzymatically degrading gluten, sequestering it or reducing its passage across the mucosa. These quantitative approaches may reduce the adverse effects of small amounts of dietary gluten but would not replace the need for this treatment. Blockade of IL-15 may be useful in refractory CD, where IL-15 drives inflammation despite adequate gluten removal. Pre-clinical approaches to selectively inhibit TG2 or block HLA are also being explored.^[@bib50]^

Restoring tolerance to the causative antigen in AID is highly attractive but complicated by the need to sufficiently characterise the driving antigen and monitor auto-reactive T cells.^[@bib97]^ In contrast to the more 'classical\' AID, development of epitope-specific approaches in CD are feasible because the causative T-cell epitopes in gluten are well characterised.^[@bib21]^ The therapeutic vaccine Nexvax2 that targets the T-cell epitopes relevant in HLA DQ2.5^+^ CD is entering Phase 2 clinical trials to assess efficacy.^[@bib50]^ Induction of tolerance may be achieved through several mechanisms, such as deletion of naive T cells specific for the dominant peptides composing the vaccine or the induction of Treg differentiation.^[@bib97]^ Tregs may inhibit pro-inflammatory T cells and exert linked suppression by blocking the differentiation of naive T cells that recognise self antigens released as a result of tissue damage (epitope spreading). They may also act directly at the level of memory T cells to promote anergy and cause deletion.^[@bib97]^ Pharmacogenetics will be important in the selection of peptides relevant to the CD HLA-DQ type. Modifying gluten immunity using the hookworm *Necator americanus* has shown some promise and larger controlled studies are underway.^[@bib98]^

Conclusion
==========

Our view of CD has evolved from a gastrointestinal malabsorptive illness to an immune disease characterised by HLA-dependence, gluten-specific CD4^+^ T cells, autoantibodies to TG2 and systemic clinical manifestations. CD exemplifies how an illness can have autoimmune-like features without having to be driven by an endogenous antigen. Indeed, CD challenges many traditional notions of what might be reasonably considered an 'autoimmune disease\'. For example, formation of autoantibodies occurs to a self-antigen despite the driver being an exogenous dietary protein. The tissue destruction of CD is mediated by cytotoxic IELs directed against 'altered-self\' in a highly targeted manner, as only the enterocytes expressing IL-15 and the stress-induced ligands for NK receptors will be killed. On this basis, Jabri and Sollid^[@bib2]^ argue that IELs in CD could be regarded as self-reactive. If one is to accept this designation, CD could be reasonably considered as a model of organ-specific autoimmunity.

So how well does CD fulfil the definition of an AID? The modified Witebsky\'s postulates employ three-tiers of evidence to establish defining criteria for AID.^[@bib99]^ This includes evidence that is direct, for example, transfer of disease by pathogenic autoantibody; indirect, for example, identifying autoantibodies or T cells within the target lesion or reproduction of disease in experimental animals; or circumstantial, for example, clinical clues, such as clustering of AID within the same patient. In practice, most AID, including those regarded as 'bona fide\' AID, do not fulfil all of the criteria. It is notable that CD fulfils several, the seeming distinction being the requirement for an exogenous driving antigen. However, Jabri and Sollid^[@bib2]^ raise an interesting point---could exogenous drivers be important in the pathogenesis of more traditional AID? Exploring the role of non-self antigens as drivers in other AID may be informative. As in the case for CD, this may be via a mechanism distinct from molecular mimicry.

Although diagnosis of CD still rests on demonstrating intestinal villous atrophy,^[@bib1]^ this may underestimate the true burden of disease. Some patients with positive CD serology and a CD-susceptible HLA type but minimal enteropathy suffer gluten-induced symptoms and morbidity, and clinically benefit from a GFD.^[@bib100]^ This supports the notion that CD is a systemic illness, the hallmark of which is aberrant immunity to gluten, and that gastrointestinal damage is an important but not necessarily exclusive manifestation. In the future it will be important to determine if other approaches, such as determining the presence of a pathogenic gluten-specific T-cell response, might have greater clinical utility and accuracy in diagnosing CD.

The rise in CD prevalence makes approaches to improve diagnosis and enhance treatment outcomes a pressing clinical need. Several novel therapies for CD are in development, and their success will test the accuracy of our knowledge of CD pathogenesis. Uncovering how environmental factors and the microbiome shape the balance between gluten tolerance and immunity in genetically susceptible individuals may reveal entirely new approaches for disease prevention and management.

MYH and JAT-D are co-inventors of patents pertaining to the use gluten peptides in therapeutics, diagnostics and non-toxic gluten in coeliac disease. JAT-D is a shareholder of Nexpep Pty. Ltd and a consultant to ImmusanT Inc. Nexpep Pty. Ltd and ImmusanT Inc. were formed to develop novel diagnostics and treatments for coeliac disease.

![Key features of the CD4^+^ T-cell response to gluten. Gluten peptides containing T-cell epitopes resist gastrointestinal degradation due to their high proline content. Tissue TG2 catalyses the deamidation of gluten peptides, which can then bind more efficiently to the disease-relevant HLA-DQ molecules on APCs. Activated gluten-specific T cells secrete a variety of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IFN-γ and IL-21 that contribute to the intestinal lesion (Figure 3). The microbiota may have several effects, including modifying gluten proteolysis and the net production of immunogenic peptides.](cti201658f1){#fig1}

![Exploiting oral gluten challenge to elicit disease-specific T cells *in vivo.* Short-term oral gluten challenge in treated CD mobilises a polyclonal gluten-specific CD4^+^ T-cell population *in vivo*. Patients with CD consume a gluten-containing cereal for 3 days, and blood is collected on day 6 to isolate peripheral blood mononuclear cells. By greatly expanding the gluten-specific T-cell population *in vivo*, a range of functional and immunophenotyping approaches can be readily employed without the need for prolonged *in vitro* expansion. Overnight functional assays such as IFN-γ ELISpot can be used for high throughput T-cell epitope mapping. Single-cell sorting by flow cytometry can be applied to the antigen-specific CD4^+^ T cells identified by proliferation or IFN-γ secretion, and these cells can be analysed for TCR repertoire or cultured to generate T-cell clones.](cti201658f2){#fig2}

![Cytotoxic IELs mediate killing of stressed intestinal enterocytes. The induction of an NK cell-like phenotype in CD8^+^ IELs mediates cytotoxic killing of stressed intestinal enterocytes. Stress-inducible molecules such as MIC and HLA-E are the ligands for the activating NKG2D and CD94/NKG2C receptors that, under the influence of IL-15, are highly expressed on IELs in active disease. Only intestinal enterocytes expressing IL-15 and the ligands for activating NK receptors will be killed. The drivers of epithelial stress may include gluten or inflammatory stimuli such as gastrointestinal infections. Gluten-specific CD4^+^ T cells produce IFN-γ and IL-21 that promote activation of IELs and stimulate B-cell responses. IL-15 renders effector T cells resistant to the suppressive effects of Tregs and, in the lamina propria, endows mucosal DCs with inflammatory properties promoting pro-inflammatory responses and preventing Treg differentiation.](cti201658f3){#fig3}

![CD4^+^ T-cell and B-cell interaction may amplify the immune response to gluten and generate circulating antibodies. Circulating TG2- and DGP-specific antibodies are a feature of active CD and disappear when dietary gluten is excluded. Their occurrence requires the presence of CD-associated HLA types implicating a key role for T cells in their formation. The proposed model is that TG2-specific B cells internalise TG2-gluten complexes and then present them to gluten-specific CD4^+^ T cells, which in turn, provide help for antibody production. Gluten-specific B cells may receive help from gluten-specific CD4^+^ T cells if the B-cell epitope is linked to a T-cell epitope. B cells may enhance presentation of gluten peptides to CD4^+^ T cells to amplify the pro-inflammatory response to gluten.](cti201658f4){#fig4}

###### Gene candidates and loci associated with coeliac disease and their overlap with autoimmune diseases
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